Flat Storage 50.1: Art Prints

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. Poster: IMSA Art Exhibition 2012

2. Elizabeth Gill-Lui Exhibit Poster

3. Hand Drawn Poster, architectural elements

4. IMSA Poster: Sagan Quote: Copies 1-6

5. Poster: Elizabeth Gill-Lui from “The Horizon Within” signed

Flat Storage 50.2: Building Plan, Architectural Drawings and Site Maps

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.


2. Federal Emergency Management Agency “Flood Insurance Rate Map” Panel 20 of 40 [Southwest Section of Aurora]


5. Aurora Middle School/High School Complex from November 3, 1975 and December 22, 1975.

6. Floor Plan of School Building with Highlighted Room Numbers [No Date]

7. Ortho-photographic Mapping of Southwest 1/4, Section 8, T38N, prepared for City of Aurora. Date of Photography April 28, 1984.

8. IMSA Library Expansion: Mezzanine Plan (May 8, 1995)

9. IMSA Library Expansion: 1st Floor Plan (May 8, 1995)

10. IMSA Master Campus Plan: Phillips Architect (No Date)

11. IMSA Library Expansion (October 19, 1994)

12. IMSA Library Expansion: 2nd Floor Plan (1995)


14. IMSA Library Expansion: Schematic (No Date)

15. IMSA D and E Wing Schematic (No Date)

16. IMSA Schematic of School Building (August 9, 1987)

17. IMSA Survey Map (May 28, 1986)
18. Green Space (2008)

19. [Vacant]


24. IMSA Plot Map

25. IMSA Area Plot Map (1997)

26. IMSA Area Plot Map (1997)
Flat Storage 50.3: Great Mind Posters

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. Leon Lederman Poster (October 12, 1999)
2. Leon Lederman Poster (March 4, 1999)
3. Marvin Minsky Poster (October 10, 2001)
5. George Campbell Jr. Poster (May 10, 1999) [A and B]
6. Michael S. Turner Poster (April 6, 2999) [A and B]
7. Janet Conrad Poster (March 15, 1999) [A and B]
8. Michael S. Turner Poster (February 1, 1999) [A and B]
10. Dr. Martin Chalfie Poster (March 18, 2010)
11. Dr. Robert Feferman Poster (December 1, 2009)
12. Dr. Mario J. Molina Poster (January 6, 2000)
Flat Storage 50.4: Student Work

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. *Photo collage by Beth Greimer Class of 1997*


4. *Women’s History Month Collage (No Date)*

5. *Student-made Poster comparing Music by Rebecca Wagman (No Date)*


7. “Mexico vs America” Part 2 [name illegible] (October 1999)

8. *Residential Archive Club, Poster by Derek Blanchetts (February 15, 2003)*
Flat Storage 50.5: ITL-TVPL Posters

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. *I-11 Poster, Media Schematics*

2. *Instructional Technology Laboratory/Toyota Video Production Laboratory, Collage*

3. *Computing and Network Services, Collage*
Flat Storage 50.6: [Vacant]
Flat Storage 50.7: Staff and Faculty Composite Photo

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

Flat Storage: 50.8: Excel 1995-1996

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. Collage [persons not identified]

2. Collage [First names]

3. Collage [Some names]

4. Collage [Some names]
Flat Storage 50.9: IRC Displays

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. Robot Family
2. Robot with Book
3. UFO with Book
4. Robot with Book
5. Robot with Book
7. IRC/Library Collage (students not identified)
10. Fare Jugs Explanatory Plaque (No Date)
11. IMSA Art Exhibit Poster (2009)
12. Introducing the Study Buddy Homemade Poster (2009)
13. Abe Lincoln Happy 200th Poster
14. Charles Darwin Happy 200th Poster
15. Bury Yourself in a Good Book Poster
16. Dive Into a Good Book Poster
18. IMSA Celebrates Dr. Marshall Poster (No Date)
19. Willa Carter Speaks at IMSA Auditorium (Fox Valley Reads Event) c.1
20. Willa Carter Speaks at IMSA Auditorium (Fox Valley Reads Event) c. 2
21. Ralph Flickinger Fish Decoy Collection, Display Label
22. I love the 80s IMSA Archives, Display Label
23. Celebrate National Poetry Month, April, IMSA Library Poster. c.1
24. Celebrate National Poetry Month, April, IMSA Library Poster. c.2
26. IMSA Recycling Poster #1 Poster
27. 2006 Award Winners Poster made by Phoebe Barkan
28. IMSA Earth Week Poster (2007)
31. International Women’s Day Poster by Phoebe Barkan. c.1
32. International Women’s Day Poster by Phoebe Barkan. c.2
Flat Storage 50.10: Miscellaneous IMSA Posters

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. a, b, c, 20th Anniversary Poster

2. a, b, c, AASA Poster Announcing Event (Defaced)

3. All-USA High School Academic Team [Includes Photo of Xin (Cindy) Wang]

4. Shining Light Leadership Award (Eric McLaren) 25th Anniversary

5. IMSA Recruitment Poster (No Date)

6. IMSA Recruitment Poster (No Date)


8. Aerial Photo of Campus (No Date)

9. a, b, IMSA Recruitment Poster (No Date)

10. “Synergy” Poster (September 13, 2007)

11. a, b, Leadership Symposium “Terrorism” Poster (January 7, 2007)


14. a, b, IMSA Recruitment Poster (1989)

15. Student Body, Faculty, and Staff (August, 1989)

16. Student Body, Faculty, and Staff (August, 2004)

17. Tenth Annual Presentation Day

18. Ninth Annual Presentation Day
19. **IMSA Breaks Ground on Innovation Hub, Science Wing Updates**

20. “*The Flow of a PBL Unit*”
Flat Storage 50.11: Jean Bigger and Irene Norton

The collection here is organized as follows:

0. Introduction to collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Each collection is within one drawer and each number below should be treated as a folder. The Flat Storage is located in the ANNEX within the flat storage drawers.

1. Read Poster: Alumni Families (Stickey, Maxkey, and Hearman)

2. Read Poster: Ashley Smith (2011)


4. Alumni Revision Timeline

5. Read Poster: Alumni Read (No Date)


7. IMSA Green Panel Poster Announcing Meetings (February 2009)

8. Read Poster: Marti Guarin (No Date)


10. IRC “Welcome IMSA Fund Board” Poster (No Date)

11. Photos from the Late 1990s. Located in Archives.
Record Group 51: Photographs

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. This record group is a collection of photographs in blue, archival binders. Each binder contains photographs from different groups on campus; refer to the box number and description for details.

1. [Vacant]

2. These photos are from Campus Art Survey in 1998. They include photographs of plaques and class gifts seen throughout campus.


4. These photos are from the Early Years at IMSA. Photographs include Pre-IMSA, Convocation (1989 with Dr. Charles Brown), Co-Curricular Activities, Field Trips, Student Candid Photos, and Sophomore Orientation (Class of 1990).

5. These photos are from Faculty/Staff Retreats in the early years and Teacher Recognitions in various years.

6. These photos contain Year Book Candids from 1988. This is 1 of 2 volumes in the collection.

7. These photos contain Year Book Candids from 1988. This is 2 of 2 volumes in the collection.

8. These photos contain the Carl Sagan visit in 1991 and various other photos from 1991-1992. Photographs include Academics, Athletics, Board Members, IMSA Dedication, and Graduation.

9. These photos contain special events at IMSA in the year 1998. Events include Family Day, Homecoming, and Pep Rally.

10. These photos are from NCSSSMST from March 2-4, 2002.

11. These photos contain images from dances held by IMSA. Unknown years (2003-2004?).

12. These photos are “A Look into Student Life at IMSA” from the years 2002-2004. Photos include Band events, Classes, Resident Hall activity, Bowling Team, Tennis, Soccer,

13. These photos contain various themes from the 1980s. Photos include School Aerial Photos (slides, 1987) of 1502 and 1504, Band events, Classes, Halloween parties, Winter Formal, Photos of Objects around Campus, Sports, and other related photos.

14. These photos contain various themes from the 1990s. Photos include Photos of the Main Building, Art Open House, Student Life, Archival Work, Staff Candids (1999), Re-dedication of the IRC, Dances, Homecoming Pep Rally, Sculptures around Campus, and Nature Photos.

15. These photos contain various themes from the 2000s. Photos include Reunions, NCSSSMST, Archives Open House Night, Madrigals, Convocation, Prom, and Swim.

Record Group 52: Slides and Photographs

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. This record group is a collection of photographs and slides in white, archival binders. Each binder contains photographs and slides from different groups on campus and has a table of contents for reference. Descriptions below are a generalization of collection and slides and photographs are without a date unless noted. For more information, please see binder.

1. This binder of slides contains Academics. Topics of slides include Physics Labs, Chemistry Labs, Biology Labs, English Classes, History Classes, Math Classes, Art Classes, Foreign Language Classes, Russian Trip, IRC, Students, Views of IMSA, Outside Classes, Computers, Mooseheart Stream Trip, Field Trips, and Team Building.

2. This binder of slides contains Athletics and is binder 1 of 2. Topics of slides include Soccer, Tennis, Golf, Volleyball, Swimming and Diving, Cross Country, Cheerleading, and Basketball.

3. This binder of slides contains Athletics and is binder 2 of 2. Topics of slides include Tennis, Softball, Baseball, and Track and Field.


6. This binder of slides contains Campus and Events from 1992-1994 and is binder 2 of 3. Topics include Sports and After-School activities, Good Morning America Visit, Conferences, IMSA Fund, External Programs, Academics, Student Research, Graduation (1993-1994), B.O.T. Meeting Retiring Member Gary Jewel, and DIG-IT.

7. This binder of slides contains Campus and Events from 1994-1997 and is binder 3 of 3. Topics include IMSA Fund: Arts Open House, Yolanda King, Senior Lecture: Dr. Lederman, IMSA Palmer House Fundraiser, Show Boat Fund Gala, Rosa Parks Visit, 5th Thompson Lecture: Captain Jim Lovell, Illinois Partners in Learning Conference, Alumni


9. This binder of slides contains Faculty and Staff from the year 1988. Topics include Staff Orientation and Meetings, Faculty photos, and various photos.

10. This binder of slides contains Negatives from 1986-1989. Topics include Students in Labs, Dance Groups, Handing out Textbooks, Presentations, Choir, Band, Faculty and Staff, Auditorium, Cheerleading Practice, College Fair, IRC, Residence Halls, Convocation, Volleyball, Basketball, Cemetery Visit, and Teacher Recognition Day.


12. This binder of slides contains Student Life from 1986-1989 and is 1 of 2 binders. This binder is partially identified with names of people, location, and year.

13. This binder of slides contains Student Life from 1986-1990 and is 2 of 2 binders. Topics include Opening Day (1986), First Move-In, Convocation, Academic Pit, Rowan Lockwood Science Exhibit, Prom (1988), Night Photo, Outdoor Photo, Outdoor Cooking, Halloween Pizza Party, Residential Halls (1989), and other related slides.
Record Group 53: Student Council Honor Binders

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. These binders are proposals for the Student Council program for the given academic year. Binders compiled and completed by students. Please see binder number for more details. [Cross Reference – Record Group 30: Student Council]

1. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 1999-2000. Items include roster of Student Council, Activities held by the Student Council, Agendas and Minutes, Area I workshop and NCD Winter Retreat, and Committees.

2. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2000-2001. Items include roster of Student Council, Activities held by Student Council, Agenda and Minutes, Committees, Reports, Evaluations, and the 2001 Leadership Symposium.

3. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book titled “IMSA Titians.” It is dated from 2001-2002. Items include elements of program proposals such as Constitution, Elections, Meetings, Budgets, Retreat, Involvement, and Activities.

4. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book titled “A Magical Journey.” It is dated from 2003. Items include elements of program proposals such as a name badge from the NASC Conference (2002), Constitution, Elections, Meeting, Photos, Proposals, Retreat, Involvement, and Activities.

5. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book titled “Sparks Today, Flames Tomorrow.” It is dated from 2003-2004. Items include elements of program proposals such as Constitution, Elections, Meetings, Photos, Proposals, Retreat, Involvement, and Activities.

6. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book titled “Signs of a Super Student Council.” It is dated from 2005. Items include elements of program proposals such as Constitution, Elections, Meetings, Photos, Proposals, Retreat, Involvement, and Activities.

7. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2006-2007. The binder contains budgets, minutes, and relevant supporting documents of the IMSA Student Council. This binder does not contain internal communications.
8. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2008-2009. Within the binder is a flash drive with Student Council minutes, documents, photos, logos, and secretary files.

9. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2010-2011. The front pocket of the binder contains a flash drive concerning Student Council documents. Within the binder, various reports are given by members of the cabinet. Information of the General Assemblies and End-of-Year Reports also given.

10. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2011-2012. This binder includes minutes and reports from the academic year.

11. This binder contains photos and publications from the Student Council Honor Book from 2012-2013. This binder includes minutes and reports from the academic year.
Record Group 54: Various Other Binders

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. This record group is a collection of photographs and slides in white, archival binders. This collection includes several photo binders, albums from Advancement, China Trip 2010, and other scrapbooks.

1. This binder of photographs contains Charter Class Graduation from June 10, 1989. This binder is photos and film. There are no slides within this binder.

2. This binder contains photographs from 1502 Residents in 1996-1997, specifically roommate pairs and sophomores moving in to the hall.

3. This binder contains slides from Campus Events in 1994-2001. Events include 15th Anniversary, Dawn Clark Netsch Visit, Student Photos, Granger Lab Inaugural, SPM in Office, and Technology –Interdisciplinary Partnership meeting.

4. This binder contains candid photos of students from 1995-1998. Photos include academics, residential life, and sports.

5. This binder contains photos from the Communication Collection from 1998-1999. Photos include various speakers, Ameritech’s 1998 Senate Education Technology Demo, IMSA Students at Loyola, and Tellabs Studio Dedication.

6. This binder contains photos from the Communication Collection from 1999-2000. This includes photos and slides. Events include Athletic Night, Freeman School Visit, AAAS, IMSA Fund Luncheon for Women Leaders, 8th Annual Richard L. Horwitz Lecture on Ethics, IMSA Presentation Day, and Commencement.

7. This binder contains photos from the Communication Collection from 2000-2001. This includes photos and slides. Events include Convocation, and Ameritech Illinois President Joset Wright.

8. This binder contains photos from 2002-2003. It is volume 1 of 2. Photos include Main Building, Students, Classes, Homecoming Pep Rally, Clubs, Yearbook Photos, Senior Hall of Fame, Resident Life, and other miscellaneous photos.

9. This binder contains photos from 2002-2003. It is volume 2 of 2. Photos include Homecoming Pep Rally, Homecoming Dance, Diwali, Winter Formal, Prom, Wing Photos for the Yearbook, Sports, Band, Orchestra, Choir, and Candids,

11. This binder contains photos other images from Irene Norton: The Power of the Visual Image from the years 1994-2010. This binder is a sampler of the hundreds of ways Irene Norton enriched the life of IMSA through her photography. Other works of Irene Norton can be found in the binder “IMSA Art Collection.”

12. This box contains photos from Jean Bigger & Irene Norton. These date to the late 1990s.

13. This binder contains copies of Alumni Stories as told to Marti Guarin. These Interview took place from 2000-2003.

14. This binder contains photos from the China Trip in 2010. Binder includes a narrative from the trip.

15. This binder contains photos from the China Trip from 2012-13.

Record Group 55: Boxed Photographs

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. These boxes contain photographs from various activities and events at IMSA from 1986-2004. Please see box number for further information.

1. Photos from 1986-2000 concerning Student Life and other miscellaneous activities.


3. Photos from the 1990s concerning Student Life and a Walk through Time.


6. Photos concerning Student Activities and Sports, Spring of 2004, Student Activities and Sports, and 2005-2006 Professional Candids. There are also Negatives and CD’s in this box.

7. These photos are organized by event or year. [Need ID’s].

8. These photos are organized by event or year. [Need ID’s].
Record Group 56: Student Art Contest Winners [Vacant]
Record Group 57: Other Media by Format

The collection here is organized as follows

0. Introduction to the collection. A short narrative will briefly describe the organization and content of the named collection. Nearly all of IMSA’s media is held in the collections of the Instructional Technology and Media Center, in B127.
Record Group 58: [Vacant]
Record Group 59: [Vacant]